PRESS RELEASE

ANTONOV GEARS UP FOR GLOBAL EXPANSION AND WORKS
WITH DUNLOP TYRES TO HELP MAXIMISE ITS CAPABILITIES
ANTONOV Airlines to open new global offices and is working with
western suppliers for its fleet modernisation programme
Munich, Germany, Tuesday, 9th May 2017 – ANTONOV Airlines
will establish a presence in USA and Hong Kong as part of ongoing
expansion plans.
The Kyiv, Ukraine-headquartered carrier recently established a new
office at London Stansted Airport in the UK, and has appointed a
General Sales Agent in Japan and Australia.
“We are excited to be growing our presence globally in some of the
world’s most dynamic economies,” said Oleg Orlov, Vice President,
ANTONOV Company.
“Ukraine has developed excellent links with the USA as a result of
an Open Skies Agreement, that has granted ANTONOV freedom to
operate to and from the USA without the need to obtain U.S.
Department of Transport (DoT) statements of authorisation.”
ANTONOV also announced that it is working with Ukrainian and
western suppliers for its fleet modernisation programme.
ANTONOV Airlines operates a fleet of seven AN-124 freighters, with
a payload of up to 150 tonnes, as well as the biggest aircraft in the
world, the AN-225, with a payload of 250 tonnes.
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The heavy and super-heavy lift specialist has engaged with new
suppliers for its fleet modernisation programme.
ANTONOV has introduced Dunlop tyres to a number of its airframes
including its AN-124 and AN-225 fleet. The new tyres enable the
AN-124-100M-150 aircraft to operate at their designed maximum
payload of 150 tonnes, and have a much improved lifespan, leading
to lower tyre cost per landing.
ANTONOV is also working with US Honeywell for its avionics, Pratt &
Whitney, Dowty Propellers, and Zodiac Aerospace in addition to
other western suppliers.
“Our AN-124s will be flying for the next quarter of a century and we
are making sure they are at the cutting edge of aviation technology
and design,” said Graham Witton, Managing Director, ANTONOV
Airlines (UK).
“We are working with some of the most respected suppliers in the
world for the modernisation of our fleet.
“As the design bureau, ANTONOV Company is the only company
that can make amendments to the AN aircraft.”
Orlov also commented on ANTONOV’s competitive edge.
“We design, manufacture, and operate our own fleet,” he said.
ANTONOV Airlines is a division of ANTONOV Company,
headquartered in Kyiv, Ukraine, and a Ukrainian state-owned
enterprise, which designs, develops, produces and maintains the AN
freighters.
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This week, ANTONOV Airlines is taking part in the Transport Logistic
2017 show in Munich, Germany. Visit the team at Hall A4, Stand
119.
ENDS
Picture caption - for a high resolution version,
contact Emma at emma@meantime.global
Pictured left to right: Oleg Orlov, Vice
President, ANTONOV Company, Graham
Witton, Managing Director, ANTONOV Airlines
UK at transport logistic Munich 2017

ABOUT ANTONOV AIRLINES
ANTONOV Airlines specialises in the transport of outsized and
project cargo worldwide using its fleet of seven AN-124s with up to
150 tonnes payload, its 60-tonne payload AN-22, and its unique
250-tonne payload AN-225, which is the largest aircraft in the
world.
More than 28 years after launching as the first company to offer the
AN-124 commercially, ANTONOV Airlines continues to deliver air
cargo solutions across the aerospace, defence, energy,
humanitarian, industrial, automotive, and oil and gas sectors.
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ANTONOV Airlines is a division of ANTONOV Company,
headquartered in Kiev, Ukraine, and a Ukrainian state-owned
enterprise, which designs, develops, produces and maintains the AN
freighters.
The UK Office of ANTONOV Airlines is based at Diamond Hangar,
London Stansted Airport.
To find out more visit antonov.com and antonov-airlines.com
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